The Nazis also presented Hitler like he was Germany’s only hope and he was the best person to run Germany until things were sorted. They made propaganda posters saying “Hitler: our last hope.” This would have convinced people to vote for Hitler because the propaganda poster was basically telling them that if they didn’t have Hitler as their leader, then Germany would fall apart and there would be no control over anything. It also presents Hitler as a powerful leader and it shows that he will be able to fix the mess that Germany is in. I think this is the next most important reason why Hitler came to power because it presented one side of Hitler, but it didn’t tell you anything else about him, and when the people saw that poster they would only see the side to Hitler that was a powerful leader, and they wouldn’t see anything else.

There are different viewpoints on why Hitler came to power because the people of Germany probably voted for Hitler for different reasons. I think that the main reason why Hitler came to power was because of his actions, because he promised to give the people what they wanted, so he promised them that he would get more jobs so more people could work and get money. He also promised to raise people’s wages and give them a better pay. He also did many other things too. I think that this convinced people to vote for him more than the other reasons because he promised to do things for them and that could affect them and change their lives in a positive way. This would help Germany get back on track to being a better country and it would also improve the quality of the Germans lives.

I think that if the other columns were took away it would still have been possible for him to come to power because his actions covered a lot of things that could make Germany a better country again, and how it could get rid of all the poverty that was going on in Germany at that time, whereas the other reasons cover small thing, and those things probably wouldn’t have a massive impact on Germany, unlike hitters actions.